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In the last. i'ive years .pe,·r mater:lals and some very sophisticated 

techniques have become available for t)1e preparation of ne-rr clemcmts that go 

beyond t.he so-called actinide series, a Rare~Earth-lil~e chemical series of 

clements cn(lil1£; vi th nu!:lbcr~ 103, la1-rrcncitun. 'l'he latter elem12nt r/US disce>vcrcd 

in 1961 at B~rkcley and r:Us the culmination of research IThich r;panned a con-

uiderable period of time. Seven more years \{ere to elapse before the next 

utcp ':ns to be completed but now there is good reason to believe that lvi thiri 

the next year elerents rri th atomic munbcr as high. as lOr( may be observed. 

~'his article \Till attempt to show \Tha-t has happened to make these neu extensions 

of the periodic table possible. Associated \d th the author in the researc:!1 

to be described are Hatti Nurmia and James Harris of the La'i-Trencc Radiation 

J_,aboratorj' and Kari and Pirkko Eskola, a hubband and -rrife team on leave from 

the University of Helsinki in Finland. 

The elements beyond uranium have not survived on Earth because the 

hnlf-livcr- of their isotopic constituents are ull too short. They can }K:>vcver 

be made bjT uuccessi vc neutron-capture reactions in high-fru.x reactors and by 

r•. charged-particle renctioaa with heavy-ion accelerators. 'rhe neub·on reactor 

method is very efficient. and is able to s.upply the trc..nsuraniu.'!l clements in 
•• 

quanti tica ranging fro:n thousfu"lds of tons of an elem.2nt like plutoni mn, element 

9'4-1 to. 10
8 

atomS of 25r(Fm (the henyiest-lmo'.·:n i~otopc of fcrmiw~, element 100). 

lit ato:!'ic nu!:ber 100, hmwver, thel'C is un ahtost ir:.;?assaole barrier in the 

* \vork performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Enerp:y Commission. 
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258 :f.o.rm of o very short-lived isotope 1 . Fm, which decays by spontaneous fission 

before it con capture neutrons, so that there the ncutrDn··buildup process comes· 

to an end~ Fortunately the heavy ... ion accelerat.or tcchn:ique is. not ha:rr:;>ered by ., 

.cuch a blockage. Though it is not possible to produce large quanti ties of the 

heavier elerr.cnts in this c-anner they can be forrr.ed, but \lith a rapidly decreasing 

probability as the atomic number is increased. It is n'Jt intended in this articl~ 

to d:f.scuss the very· real .possibility of reaching a hy:;?othetical. "island-of- · 

stability" in the region of atomic number .111~, but th~ techniques to be described 

"!-till also be applicable to such a study. 

The difference behteen the neutron-buildup and the heavy-ion approaches 

in form:l .. ng new elements can be indicated in the following vay. In the first 

case in going from a target elen13nt such as plutonium to a final product such 

as fermimn o considerable amount of tjme must elapse. This is because the 

target material undergoes a long series of neutron-captures and beta-decays 

until a small portion of the original material has been.transmuted into a 

neutron-rich isotope of the desired elel!Bnt.. In the accelerator approach, 

the desired number of additional protons can be added at once lli thin certain 

narrow restr:f.ctions. The yield in this case is extremely small and· the product 

is usually a neutron-deficient isotope. To pr-Jdtice eJ.ements vii th atomic number 

greater than 100, ,.,.e huve found it advantageous to combine the two methods. The 

U.S. has a large, efficient reactor pr::>gram for the production of r~:aterials up 

to cinsteinil:.m in useful quanti ties. Hhen these heavier elcnents are then born-

bo.rded v:i th heavy. ions of carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen, it has been possible 

to idc:ntify clements· up to eleiTBnt 105. Completed in 1957, the Berkeley 

rrachine used for this v:ork is the Heavy Ion TJii?ear .1\ccclerat~n·. (H:tl.AC).' · 
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Since the new elerrents are short-li ved 1 it is not feasible to separate 

the transmutation products from the target material by ordina~y chemical tecluHques. 

Two decades ago vre fo\U1d 1 t expedient to take advantage of the inherent large· 

recoil energy vlhich is imparted to the product vrhen it is formed by the amal-

gamution of a target atom uith an .impinging heavy ion travel:i.ng at a speed roughly 

lo% that of light. 'l'his energy J.s large enough to enable the newly-born atom to 

be knocked completely out of a tare;et and thus make it available for measurernent 

of its nuclear or chemical properties free. fr:Jril the interference of the properties 

of the target material.' 

In 1964 the first attempts t:::> detect atow.s of element 101~ were made 

at Dubna, an international nuclear science center near Hoscow in the S:::>viet Uni::m. 

G. N. Flerov and his co-vrorkers bombarded a target of 
242

Pu with 
22

Ne 1ons, using 

the large 310 em cyclotron. The transmutation products vrere caught in an adjacent 

m:::>ving metal rlbbon as they recoiled oU:t of th0 target. The continuous "c::mveyor 

belt 11 passed next to sheets of glass' '\olhich were there to act as detectors of 

spontaneOus fission disintegration of element 1011-. The invisible trac1:s from 

the passage of fission frnglT'.ents can be made optically visible by preferential 

etching vrith sodium hyqroxide. They found an activity which seemed" to have a 

half-life of 0.3 second. Since the number of tracks that they could produce 

\-las snall {1 per 5 hours) and the interfering background vas not negligible, they 

were not certain of the meaning of their results but thought that the activity 

260 
could be due to J.Ol~. 

In order to check whether it was indeed due to such a nev elem:=nt, 

they oevised a chemical experiment which made use of the prediction tl1<: t eler.1e·nt 

' 
1011 should bel1·ave like bai'niwn and thus form a ver-:t volatile chloride. The 
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recoil atoms '\otere caught in a gaseous chloride environrrent, passed through a 

filter at an elevated temperature, and then detected with glass sheets as before. 

\-lith an even smaller yield they observed tracks which they i'elt could be due to 

element 1011- and published their 'Work as a claim to the discovery of this element. 

They suggested the name kurchatc;>vium to honor the memory of Igor Kurchatov, a 

pioneering Soviet nuclear physicist. 

}t,rom the bep,inning our group felt that there \las some doubt that 
I 

these results demonstrated the existence ~f _elem~nt_ 104. Our feeling '\oras based 

on the syste~r.:ttic behavior in half-life of spontaneous fission decay that we 

had observed for the elelllents of lower atomic nwnber. We. thought that this 

. . 260 
half-life should be orders of magnitUde shorter in the case of 104 but that 

possibly the isotope in question could be of mass 261. 

Although we felt that there was a possibility that the Dubna uork 

was correct we defided to reserve judgment and continue in our efforts to find 

an alpha-particle emitter which could be assigned without ambiguity to element 

104. An atom that decays by the emission of an alpha particle with a distinctive 

energy and half-life to form a daughter atom which in turn decays with a different 

energy and half-life can be uniquely identified, whereas one that disintegrates 

by undergoing spontaneous fission provides little in the 1-ray of a fingerprint. 

This is because fission does not differ greatly in characterlstics from one 

nuclide to another.. Only the half-life can be used to separate one spontaneous 

fission activity from another when chemical means are not readily avd.ilable. 

4 
Early in 1968 enough 

2 9cf became available to allow Us to make an 

attempt to find an isotope of elemznt 104. 
249cf is a 360-year alpha emitter, 

21'9 the daughter by beta-particle decay of 314-day ,. Bk. This berkelium isotope is 

( 

• 

... 
\ 
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an iwp~rtant product in the lone,chain of neutron-captures and beta-decays 

mentioned earlier. By chemically isolating bcrl;.elium, a yure sample of californium. 

\Tas obtained after a suitable decay period and ve now had available about 100 

micrograms of the mater:!.aL This was just the beginninc;, hovrever, for there 

are r.mny problems posed by the target-making process. The highly radioactive 

target has to be several hundred niicrograms per cm2 in thicf'..ness to give an 

optimum recoil yield when element 10'-} j_s made. with carbon lons and has to be 

free of such impurities as lead and bismuth since these will produce interfering 

acti vl ties. It has to withstand an intense ~earn ~f .ions (typically 2 x 1013 ions 

2 
per sec~nd per em ) for rr.an~· ·Heeks and be mechanically sturdy. We had a very 

bad experience in 1959 when a curium target l·tas mechanically rJptured and con-

taminated the entire HILAC building and ue did not ·Haht to take any chances. 

The final method, developed over a period of rr.any months, 1ms so 

249 successful that we have· used the same Cf tare;et to make both eleni<mts 104 

and 105. It has survivedmany thousands of microampereh~urs of concentrated 

bombardment over a period which spans some i8 m~nths and has not deteriorated so 

far as we·can tell. The target :was electrodeposited from an isopropyl alcohol 

2 
solutlon onto a thin palladium coating vlhich had been sputtered upon a 2. 5 rr.g/cm 

beryllium foiL The beryllium provided very good therma.l conductivity .and 

excellent strength rlhile the palladium surface provided an inert base for the 

electroplating. l1ftcr the californimn ·uas baked in an oven- at several hundred 
If-;: 

i'•- dcgyees centigrade a thin coating of aluminUIJ \las C'\lB.p~rated up~n it to lwcp the 

,heavy ion beam fr~m ejecting small quanti ties of the target itself and thus 

gradually c~ntamino.ting the tare;et chamber. Unfo:cttmately, \Jhen this particular 

tarr,ct vms made, \Te had not yet mastered the techniques necessnr;>• to prevent 

all lead contamination from appearing in the final product and consequentl~ 
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there l-Tas present ab::>ut 10 nanograms of lead with the 60 micr::>grams of calif::>rnium. 

There were also a few nanograms of mercury l-Thich '\-:ere added vhen the pallodium 

\18s sputtered ::>nt::> the beryllium. · 

With a suitable target and an adequate heavy-ion beam current, new 

atoms can be produced and detected. It must be n::>ted, however, that the detection & 

of n ne'\-1 alpha-particle o.cti vi ty· is considerably m::>re difficult than the detection 

of a new sp::>ntane::ms-fission activity because heavy-ion tr<msmuted recoil atorr.s, 

'Hhich are stopped in a solid, are usually. bm·ied so deeply that. alpha-particle 

enereY analysis is rendered impossible, whereas it is only necessary to detect 

fisslon fragments. In our laboratory some years earlier it was discovered that 

it was possible to transfer these·atorus to a collecting surface efficiently and 

quicklycso as t::> form a weightless sample for analysis. This vas done by ab

sorbing the recoil energy in a helium otm::>sphere and· then carrying the atoms 

alone in the stream of gas vhichflowed through a .small orifice into a rour,h 

vacuum. The jet of helium impinged upon a· collecting surface a fe\·T millimeters 

away and a very high fraction ·Of the recoi'l atoms were found t::> adsorb up::>n the 

surface~ 'I'his technique ha.d been used successfully by both United States and 

Soviet scientists in studies of the isotopes of nobelium and lmrreilciwn, elements 

102 and 103. The usual apparatus involved the use of·a flanged '~heel to act as 

a conveyor to carry the transmutation products to alpha particle detectors for . 

anal;ysis. 

Since the nuclides beyond la•~rencium \-Terc predicted to have half-

lives in the millisecond ran3c, we develoPed· a new technique that vas not limited 

by t.he speed with '\-:hich we could r::>tate a 11heel. He found that the helium 

(or h;);dror,en) gas stream could carry the atoms very efficiently throl~Gh m::all 

diameter tubinG for distances of m:n1~· centimeters. Since the velocities reached 
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were in the sonic range unusual effects "1-Tere observed. We found that by flarine 

out the exit end of the tubing as·in a Venturi orifice, a small ring a few 

millimeters in diaC".eter vlO.G formed on a flat collecting surface held a centimeter 

or two away from the exit. By this I mean that the entrained heavy atomn in the 

gas-stream could be collected in a ring pattern as demonstrated by autoradiography. 

In theory this meant that. rrc could place a 80lid-state detector in th:l.s position 

and receive the recoil products directly on the face of a crystal to be annlyzed 

for the_ir alpha radioactivity.; We did a:ctual.ly succeed in accomplishlng this 

feat, but the basic technical difficulties were too great to allm-T the method 

to be very stable. 

While the system rlas working, we examined the alpha particle spectrum 

12 249 prod\lced by C ion bombardment of our new , Cf target (I?igo ) • \ole were 

surprised to find new alpha pnrticle peaks at 8. 7 and 9.1 HeY "'fhich decayed 

with a half-lHe in the range of seconds rather than milliseconds. By carefully 

compa:dng the spectrum produced by a lead target, ve decided that the nevr alpha 

12 
peaks 1-rere produced by a c, l1n react:l.on and thus must be due to an isotope of 

element 1011 vTi th mass 257 o Since novr ve knew that we did not have to use u 

high speed system to detect the new activity, we decided to build an elaborate 

multi-detector system in which a large w:heel would be the atom transportero This 

would automtically sol vc the problem rihich was basic to the Venturi method--

the buildnp on the detecting crystal of long-lived activit:Les--to say nothing 

ttt '-of the continual probleins ·of dete.ctor damage. 

Although the "conventional" wheel system is not pl~gued by the problems 

' that beset us with our Venturi device, it dOes have complexities '1-Thich have to 

be }J:::ndled carefully. 'rhe method lends itself nicely to the u::;e of m::tnJ' detecto:cs 

for the purpose of takinB much datasimultaneously (our latest system uscs.28 
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crystu.ls and a ne"' one that lfc are designing vill use 3 x 28 ! ) . Since the 

number of atoms per hour that can be made is limited, it is imperative that 

a large number of characteristics be measured simultaneously. The net result 

is that a very large· amount of electronic wizardry must be· fabricated and kept <.'v 

operating find, because of the mny parameters involved, a fair-sized·computer 

must be proernmrred to keep track of all of the information. 

It took many months to locate and eradicate all of the inevitable 

"bugs" that developed in the new vertical wpeel system, but finally this vas 

accompltshcd and we Here ready to perform I:•:.anincful experiments. He were 

delighted to find that the 20-detcc:tor system performed its functions with 

great precision and stability. The energy resolution attained v:as considerably 

better than vlith our old wheel system and the spurious backgrounds observed 

v1ere usually negligible. The reprodUcibility of a giv-en experimental measure-

ment lras now excellent and it was possible to run the systen1 for days at a time 

with no more than minimnl attention. Now it vms. possible to detect nev activi tier; 

at cotmt:l.ng rates as low as a few per day if necessary. 

In the case of element 104 this was not necensary. \·lith .the nevr 

system 'W ae;ain observed the unkno'm alpha particle peaks along with several · 

other new groups at a counting rate of 30 counts per hour! This vias no longer 

a marginal experiment--we lrere able to do alpha spectroscopy. 'l'he increased 

sensi ti vi ty and discrimination of the vertical wheel (Vi{) ;ystem l:o.s needed 

257 badlyfor it turned out that the spcctral lines from 104 alpha particle 

decay >!ere very complex (see Fig. ) • Since the decay v.·as -spread among r.lany 

peaks of comparable height, it 1rea:nt that the height of any one of them llElS 

correspondingly reduced. Hovcvcr1 lle '~ere very grnti.fied with tlJe rcsulto and 

.\J 
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-we f'')und that when the computer had normalized the amplifier gains (which 

varied a little between a.mpliflers and from· ·one run to another) i the composite 

spectrum \WB very clear. 
2c::'{ 

The half-life for ) 104 turned out to be lf.5±1 seconds. 

With the confidence Bained from this experiment. we proceeded to look 

259 . 13 I 
for 104 by using C ions, hoping that we would be able to detect its pro-

13 . 
duction vio a c, 3n reaction. We were revmrdcd to find a different activity 

-with a somewhat Hhorter half--life--gr::>ups of alpha particles at 8. 77 and 8.86 l-1eV 

decaying lli th ~ half-life of about 3 seco~ds. The yield from this. reaction vuis 

- ' 

subr>tantially less but it vms confirmed somewhat later rlhen -we boml:;>arded a 

2l~Bc 16 m target with 0 ions. 

Theimportant parameter to be measured in these cases vas the atomic 

number to show that ve had identified a nerl element. This we proceeded to do 

by developing a very scnsi ti ve technique for identifying the elemcnt-102 

daughters of these alpha emitters.· Hhen an atom errli. ts an alpha particle lTi th 

a Biven momcntwn, there is a.n equal momentum :i.n the opp:)si te direction given to 

the residual nucleus \Thich has been left behind. This energy is much. more than 

sufficient to release the atom· from the surface on which.it rests if the alpha 

particle is endtted into .the surface. Since the a.lpha particles aJ'e einitted 

with an equal probability in all directions, this means that half of the atoms 

on the surface of the wheel 1Till be released and half will be embedded; thus, 

we should expect that there will be as many nobelium-daush.ter atoms recoiling 

into the detectors a.s there are elem~nt-104 alpha .Particles detected. To make 

use of this genetic relationship, '1e arranged to periodically shuttle these 

detectors away from the vl1eel a short. distance so that we could measure the 

properties of tlle daughter atoms. To increase the geometry for this !Tl2Rsurernent 

to almost 100%, the detectors were moved to positions opposite othe:r identical 
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detectors. Finally, to avoid the loss of detection of element-104 atoms while 

measuring the recoll daughters we duplicated the systetn so th3.t we could m2asure 

the mothers and daughters concurrently. A drawing of the georr.r.:.:try of each de- "" 

tecting station is shown in Fig. 0 

With this recoil-milking system ue were able to sho1·r that a known 

. 25~ . 
isotope of element 102, -'No, is recoiled off the 1-;heel by the alpha decay of 

its parent, the 4.5-second
2

57lo4;. Both the alpha energy and the half-life of 

the, nobelium daughter were m:=asured in the daughter-detecting mode.. Similarl~t, 

in other experiments l-Te sho\fed the presence of 255No resulting from 
2 59101~ decu.y. 

By this time we realized that the half-lives of the element-10!1 

isotopes that l-le conld produce with the HILAC ,.,ere substantlally lont;er than 

261 4 expected·. We no1-r predicted that 10 should have an alpha half-life of 

about a minute if it did not decay much more quickly by spontaneous fission 

as sugeested by the Hnssian experimemts. Our calculations shO\-.red that the 

. 248 lB 
best vay to produce it 1-.ras by bombardment of our . Cm target with · 0 ions, 

via r:1. comj_)ound-nucleus reaction lvherein fi"ve neutrons are emitted. 

At first when rre ini tia,ted this experiment, we ;rere puzzled and dis-

appointed because we did not observe a ne1v alpha peak. The only heavy element 

2r:7 
peak that we sav1 clearly was that of 8.3-1·1eV J No, vlhich is knmm to have a 

half-life of 26 seconds. After we had accumulated enough statistics, th~ugh, 

we salT that the bali'~·life of this familtar broad peak vras :longer than 26 seconds, 

in fac:t1 it appeared to be about a minute. Then we knew that 
261

101t emitted 
very close 

alpha p!lrticles with energy/to those of its daughter--a somewhat 13urprising 

finding. Hother-daught.er measu.rerr.ents proved that this was the case and showed 

that the half-life 'Has 65 seconds. This ·Has the third nevi alpha emitter of 

eletrent 101~ that we. hn.d fotmd and, of course, it also nhovred that the Russian 

.. 
~._r 
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261 
0,.3-second activity could n::>t be 104. 

. 6 . 261 4 The finding of the 5-sec 10 brought the possibility of doing 

certain 1-:.inds of aqueous chemistry experirrents '\othich would be imp::>rtant' to 

dem::>nstrate that element 101~ '\otas indeed quite different from the actinide 

elements. \-/e decided to undertake the task even though vre knew that on the 

average at best vre uould be dealing .with only one atom in every five experiments. 

In this work we \~ere joined by R::>bert Sil \'Cl' a forrrer colleague of ours now 

at the Oak Ridge Hational•Laboratory. He had \Wrked with us in earHer fast 

experimentn on the chemistry of lavrrencium but now we had an order of mat:;ni tude 

less aqtivity for this purp::>se .. 

Element 104 lone aeo \tas predicted by Glenn Seaborg to have the chemical 

behav:tor of hafniwrio This meant that it would have four valence electrons and 

a similar ionic radius .and thus should lend itself readily to· u fast simple 

separation from the normally-trivalent actinide elements.. The method that 

we chose v1as that of the cation-exchanGe colwun. It was predicted that elem~nt 

101+ vould not be adsorbed readily by the resin and that, usinG an alpha-hydroxy-

isobut.J-rate .eluant, we could 1:ash ·the elm-hafnium atoms straight through the 

column. Uilder the. conditions to be used, the first actinide element that 

\rould be eluted from the column llould be lallrencitun, and it would not appear 

until perhaps a hundred colurnn volwnes of \rash had gone through. 

The target eharuber system used the same principle as the Vi{ apparatus 

except that the atoms of element 1011. 'trere caught on the bottom of a pneumatic 

rabpi t. The procedure was to malm a bombardinent of a couple of minutes 

duratlon with 
18o ions on 

248
cm, sh::>ot the rabbit. quickly to the chemistry 

area, dissolve the at:::>Jns from the surface of the rabbit, force this soluti::>n 

through a sh~rt cation column,. quickly evaporate the first felT drops that 
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pasned through, and,finally, analyze these drops for their alpha activity 

by mcann of solid-state detectors. This process had to be finished quickly 

because of the short half-life and had to be repeated hundreds of times to 

have enough atoms separated to be statistically reanin~ul. On the average 

because of the tirtl·3 taken for the chemistry (approxil':'.ately 50 sec) nnd the 

inevi tti'ble m~chanical losses that the fast process entailed, we observed only 

one atom in every twenty experim':!nts. But this \las en:::mgh! The total number 
.. 

of events observed in the earl~· elution position rtas seventeen and conclusively 

demonstrated that element 104 did 'not belong to the actinide family~ 

While the search for alpha emi tte1·s "Was being pursued, rre also 

'\-Ter,e doing different experiments "Which were sensitive only to spontaneous-

c 
fission decay with the hope that we could either confirm or deny the Dubna 

claim to discovery of a 0. 3-second element-101~ emitter. Instead of using an 

endless conveyor belt to carry the embedded atoms past the ·detecting material, 

'We used a drum. In order to reduce the background effect of longer-11 ved 

fission.:.emi tters, such as 2. 7..:.hr 
256

Fm, which could be produced at the same 

tirre as elem2mt 104, the drum was moved slmdy along its axis as 'rlell as 

rotated swiftly. The detecting material used in our case uas usually mica. 

With tlds apparatus (Fig~ ) lle achieved a very high. sensitivity and could 

detect spontaneous-fission half-lives as short as 100 microseconds. It was 

t 
. ' t t 249 .· . 

r1ed ou- 'l-li th he Cf target and rle 'rtere pleased to find a new activity ui th 

a half-life of 11 millisec;nds which we thought was probably due to 258104 

made by means of a 
12c, 3n reaction o 'h'hen we use.d 13c ions we again saw the 

same .spontaneous· fissj.on period, but this tin~ it vas produced at a sorr.-euhat 

higher bomba1·ding energy and with a higher yield as would be expected if the 

• 
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activity rlere· made by u 
1

3c,4n reaction. Findina an 11 millisecond half-life o .. 

258 for ' lOll- corrcsp~mded very well with our predictions for that nuclide and 

260 
thus reinforced our scepticism that 101~ could have a 0.3-second period.· 

All our attempts to find the Dubna fission activity have so far 

· J 6 18 21~8Cm been unsuccessfuL ·He have made bombard.rrents rilth · 0 and 0 ions of 

. 21{6 . . 260. 4 
and Cm tnreets rlhic.:h should have produced amolillts of 10 that we c::mld 

readily de teet j_f :i.t had this half-life. 
2r:3 

He have a.lna bombarded ) Es with 

11n :tons ll'ithout observing such. an activity-but here our sensitivity was some-

\</hat rr.nrginal because of the small amonnt of target rr;:tteria.l available. After 

"l'Te published our 1-mrk on the element-lOll- alpha emitters, the Dubna group 

repeated their measurer.1ents on the short-lived fission emitter nnd came to the 

conclusion that its half-life might be closer to 0.1 than to 0.3 second. Since 

it llas possible that we m .. i.ght have missed it in our first experiments vlhich 

1-1ere designed i'or the longer half-life, -v:e repeated the nee.suremc~nts and ap,ain 

we were tmsuccessful in finding the activity. vle nm-1 believe that 
260

101J- ·~-:ill 

be. folilld to have a spontaneoun fission half-life in the microsecond rane;e and 

plan experimentB to find this missing nuclide. 

In vie-rr of the preceding observations 'Ye decided to assert the tra-

di tionaJ. right granted to the discoverers of a new element to propose a 

suite.ble name. This was done in November 1969 at the Helcb Foundation Conference 

on Transuranium Elements--The l.Cendeleev Centermial lleld in Houston, Texas. In 

honor of Ernest Rutherford, the great pioneer of nuclear physics, rle sugeested 

\v that clement 104 be called rutherforclium -rri th the symbol Rf •. 

With ;('our isotopes of rutherfordiwn identified r:c felt great con

fidence that we should be able to detect an iRotope of elerrent 105. From the 
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nlphn enerc;y infor.mation that rre had obtained for elerr.:!nt 1011 we could predict 

\Ti th fa:t.r accuracy wha. t mi~ht be expected for the next higher eletrt::!:Qt. Using 

249 260 
the same Cf target lt seemed a~: if we should he able to observe 105 by 

using 15H ions--it should have an alpha enerey sorrewhat higher than that of 

25'1lolt- and a half-life in the ranee of seconds with a production cross section 

only a li ttlc srraller than that for making 257Hf. 

On Narch 20; 1970 \fc set up the experiment and within a fev hours 

we. kne1v that agaiil ;m had succeeded for ive i-tere seeing alpha counts fit 9.1 l·feV 

decaJ'inc; ¥lith a half··life of a. second or t¥ro. He realized somm·rhat sheep:l.shly 

that 11e had already seen this alpha peak more than a year before. At thnt 

t . f' t f . tl 2 57 :J.p • time the B<Hne experimc:::nt had been r1ed a . ·cr J.ndine 1e lu. act.l vi t~.r. He 

1m.d observed a nevl 8.87-~·;ev alpha peak ¥Ti th a half-life of 0~ 7 second t~)gether 

;:i th a very tiny group at about 9.1 MeV and it seemed possj.ble that both pcali.s 

could be clue to element 105. Hm,rever, '\lithin a few days we had dismissed this 

p:::>ssibility for vre fortnd that the 8.87-MeV activity could also be rrBde by 13c 

lon bombardment of 2~·9cr and thus could not possibly be due to an elerrent vTi th 

atomic number greater than 101t. Quite naturally vle also threll out. the at-that·-

time marginal 9.1-HeV peak. Nmv1 a year later, vri th u vastly improved teclmology 

and a much better UJ1derstanding of the problem l-le could readily identify this 

260 
persistent peak as com1ng from the isotope 105. 

In rather short order we ,.rere able to establish ·beyond a rcason2.ble 

doubt. 1.~he atomic nwaber of the ne;-r nuclide. The mother-daughter recoil-r.lilking 

experiment 

2)6 J.Jr, ,;e.s 

in this ca3c showed that a knmm isotope of lawrencium, 30-sccond 

transferred by alpha-particle recoil to the m:::>ther crystals nnd 

that the. umo'tmt thu.s observed at. each detecting station decreased vi th the 

• 
i.J 
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same half-life· a.n the 9.1-ll:eV alpha activity. In .addition t~ this pr:l~f vle 

tried a new technique vthich promises to be imp~rtmit in detecting elements 

106 [mel 107. 

When an at~m of element 105 emits an alpha particle which is detected 

by one of the mother crystals, it is obvious that the ncv11Jorn atom of its 

clemcnt-103 daughter must be lticked into the sm·face of the 1-rheel. If '\.'8 nm-1 

\mit n suitable peri~d of t).Jr.:;, this daughter at::nn vllll also emit an alpha 

particle and if it is emitted out of the wheel i-le can detect it too. ',!.'his 

method of lo~king for delayed alpha-alpha coincidences was nuccessfully applied 

to the 260105 --4 
2 56Lr car.:;e thus giving a further p:roof of the genetic 

relnt.:l.onshipu 

As in the case of element 104, rutherfordium, ·there vlere also prior 

claJ.ms to the; discovery of clement 105. The Dubna experimenters under 

243 22 
G. N. Flcrov had bombarded Am w:i.th Ne and fmmd· a miniscule number of 

. ' ' ' ' 260 261 
alpJJn counts wh1ch they attributed to the isotopes 105 and 105. In a 

similar time correlation experiment to that described above they looked for 

delayed coincidences of alpha-particles in the range 8.8 to 10.} HeV, succeeded 

by those in the range 8.35 to 8.6 l-1eV. They tentatively concluded that there 

was a positive effect beyond statisticnl variation at 9.4 and 9.7 HeV. The 

extrcm3ly low rate involved, approximately one per day, made it very difficult 

to rcYine thcse data. 

The Dubna conclusions depended for their validity on the ossur::ption 

~· that. the 8.35 to 8.6 J.fuv 1-;ind::m in the alpha spectrum included the emissi~ns 

256 257-from b.oth J.Jr and Lr and that their half-lives rle,:re als8 b8th the sa:-;1e, 

about 30 ceconds. ll'ow we know that 257Lr has quite different cl1aractcrj_stics 

and thus could n~t have been detected in their exp8rirll3nt as the daughteT of 
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261105Q It has turned out that the 8.87-l1eV 0.7-seconcl activity 'Hhi.ch vT·3 

thought in 1968 might be due to element 105 is actually' 257Lr. Since our v1ork 

vlth 
260

105 shor:s it ta have a completely different energy than their 9.h or 

9. 7 ll.eV olphas, this, t~~, can be excluded ns being detected in their experiments ·J1 

They have nnre recently found a spontane~u:::-fission acU.vlty rli th a half-life 

of about 2 seconds \o~btc:h they believe might be due to clement 105·. It rtd.ght 

258 8 
equally "Vlcll be due t~) a sr:>.lll electron-capture brunch of Lr to 25 No rrhieh 

is knmm t~ have a millisecond fission half-life •. 

Since vc felt that 1-1e had established the existence of element 105 

' beyond question, vle again. decided to asser.t om· right as dlceoverers. In 

honor of the late Otto Hahn, the famous pioneer and discoverer of fission} vle 

suggested that the nevl element be cDllcd hahnium o.nd be given the symbol Ha. 

He hope so~n to finda longer-lived isotope of hahnium by bowbo.rding 

~!53 ) 3 262 . Es with · C ions to make· Ha. He 'Would predict that this nuclide might 

have a period in the range of a minute jus.t as in the case of· 
261

Rf. If' this 

proves to be true:, "We sh~uld be able to do an aqueous chemistry experiment to 

see if 1 as expected, element 105 has an eka-tantalu.11 bahavior. 

Further jumps j_n atomic number are possible but depend entirely on 

"VThether or not spontaneous-f,ission decay takes pre ceci.ence over alpha decay. If 

the fission half-l.i ves do not become too short, 'We calculate that ·vi th [;:?:eat 

. . . . 261 /' 26'3 6 
effort we should be able to produce and detect the nucl1des lOG and ·10 • 

• 
Since the daughters and granddaughters in both cases are novT v:ell-knorm, rre 

should be able to identify them unaP;lb:i.gu~usly. Elem~nt 107 is also ''~i thin 

reach .since it should be hindered even m::>re against fission decay, but the 

probJ.cn. in this case is thnt the production cross section in substantio.ll:,' 
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smaller. We are not likely to detect anything beyond element 107 unless the 

predicted doubly-magic region of 114 protons and 184 neutrons exists. Next 

..,, year ve \.:ill m_qke an attempt to reach this region by bombardments with exotic 

ions all the -way up- to uranium. For that purpose 'He are in the process of 

Jnodifying our accelerator into the SuperHilac--but that is nnother story • 

. . 
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FIGURES 

Fig. l. Schematic diagram of the vertical wheel detection system used in the 
... , .... . . 'v 

discovery of element 104 alpha ,radioactivities. At that time there 

were only four stations. There are now seven. 

Fig. 2. A recent measuremeni of the 257Rr alpha spectrum obtained by using 

our latest 7-detector station system. The activities are those 

detected by the crystals when they are in the "on-wheel" position. 

Fig. 3· Detail of detector shuttle system used for the identification of 

mother-daughter activities by the alpha particle recoil. 

Fig. 4. Drum mica system. 

,(.', 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

' A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use, of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 
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